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ERRORS IN TIME DELAY MEASUREMENTS 

by 

H. Bungum and E.So Eusebye 

Abstract 

Simple delay and sum of sensors in a seismic array 
is an effective method for noise suppression. 
However, unless we have precise steering delays, 
much of the signal energy is lost during the beam 
forming process too. We have investigated possible 
error sources in time delay measurements, using 
a computerized cross-correlation procedure. Para
meters perturbed are correlation window length and 
positioning, signal frequency content and signal 
to noise ratio (SNR). Our results indicate that 
relative low frequency waves and using the very 
first part of the P-signals give the most reliable 
and stable time delay val~as. High frequency 
bandpass filtering improves S~R, but signal cor
relation and the precision in beam steering correc
tions decrease. Significant loss of high fraque ncy 
energy during beam-forming seems to be u.navoidable. 

Introduction 

Observations and subsequent anal'.lisis of travel times of s e ismic 

waves, espe-:::ially P-waves, play a fundamental role in seismol

ogy. Consider:;.ng a seismic array like NORSAR, we require very 

high accuracy in the time delays (station corrections) for 

two reasons. First, the array's event detection capabilities 

are critically dependent on the quality of the steering delay 

data used during the beam-forming proc2ss. The loss in array 

gain due to erroneous time delays is frequency dependent and 

expressible as: (Steinberg, 1965) 

Loss (in dB)=l70(~/T) 2 (1) 

where a is the ctan~ard deviation {STD) in the time delay 

measurements, and T is the dominant signal period. Second, 

seismic array nata is extensively usea for direct measure

ments of the dT/dl!. parameter, which is an efficient tool for 

detailed investigations of the Earth's structure. In this 

" 
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case too, precise time ~Glay measurements are r equireQ for 

compensating for tha relatively small dimensions of the array 

(as compared to a continental array) • 

The pu~pose of our study is to investigate po~sible sources 

of errors in P-wave travel time delay measurements. The 

meth~d in use (IBM 1967, b) is straightforward - a comvuterizcd 

cross-correlation iteration scheme - out the final result may 

depend on signal frequency, signal length used and signal to 

noise ratio (SNR). 

Methods for measurin('l' travel times 

Visual inse;iction of an ordinary seismograph record g;i,.ves re

liable travel time Measur~ments under favorabl e conditionse 

Further improvements are obtainable when a number of reco rd

ings from adjacent stations, say, an array, are available 

using the fact that P-signals exhibit a high C.egree of simi

larity even for large station separations (Jansson & Husebye 

1968). Working with analog data, the conunon procedure is a 
line-up of the traces by a visual comparison of the individual 

signals. This simple method is rery powerful, ~ut time 

consuming. When adapted to a computer the signal line-up is 

performed by c:oss-correlation c~lculations. 

For a lar<Je array like NORSAR (Figure 1), characterized by 

diCJit·1l data recording at n sampling rate of 10 Hz f the:: p ro

cedure for measurin'J tirrie delays is as follows. It shoulc 

be noted that recently NORSAR sampling rate has been changed 

to 20 Hz, but data analysis is normally limited to a 10 Hz 

sampling rate. We start with forming an array b~am using a 

prelim.:i.nary set of time delays, sc.y the Detection Processor 

estimate. The sing~e sensor signals ar3 successively cross

correlate<l with the beam trace. The correlation operation 

is limite~ to a time window which positioning depends on 

either arrival time or maximum ene£gy of the P-wave. From 

the maximum values Qf the correlation functions, a new anQ 

improved set of time delays is computed, and the n a new beara 
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is formed. The above process is j_teraterJ. until it conyerges, 

i.e., until the adjusted time 1elays remnin unchanged between 
two consecutive runs. In case of no convergence, the program 

stups when a specified number of iterations are performed. 

The f in~l solution is qiven in fractions of the sampling fre

quency, ~fter applying a leaot squares interpolation formula 

to th; last set of cross-correlation functions for precise 

peak locations. To facilitate visual inspection of the com
puter solution, a computer plot of h~aTT\ anc1. sensor traces for 

each event analyzed (Figure 2) is produce0. 

Data analysis 

From the previous secton we may conclude thnt the metho1 for 

computing time delay~ is straightforward. However, the in

plicit definit!on of thG P-sign~l in such measurements repre

sents an intrinsic problem anr; subsequently a source of un

desired errors. In order to investig~te this pLcnomenon we 

have analyzed a few events (Table 1) by systematically per

turbinc:; the following sic;nal parameters: 

1. Magnitude or the r 8lated Daram2ter SNR 

2. Positioning of the cross-correlation window 

3. Length of the cross-correlation window 

4. Signal spE~tra content 

We havq used a rather comrrehensive perturbation procen.ure 
as the nbove parameters are not indepennent of each other. 

For example, signal descaling or magnitude variation 0ive 

different results for signals having different spactral dis

tributions. Anyway, the test procedure in detail is as 

follows: 

1. §!g~~!_m9g~!~gg§ simulation is performed by multiplyin1 
t-.he signal crnplitudes by a constant (K) anc1 then adding 

the resulting wavE:. to the 9receding noise. By setting 
K=2-n, n=l,2, ••• , this corresponds to magnitude decrease 

in steps of about 0.3 units. 
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2. ~!~~Q~_EQ~!!!2ll!ng is either fixed at P-signal onset 
{standard) or related to maximum signal power measured 

in a window of specified len0th. 

3. ~!~9Q~-!~ngth options are 24, 32 (standard value) and 
40 dsec. 

4. §!gn~!-~E~2~~~!-Y~~!~!!Qg is simulate~ by using recursive 
third order Butterworth bandpass filters. Four different 

sets of filters are testen, each set charncterized by a 

fixeu bandwidth. Each set contains five filters which 

are arranged in a comb nattern an~ comprise a total 

frequency band of around OoS-4.0 Hz. The filters are 

cisplayed in Figure 3 and filter set C (bandwi<lth 2.0 Hz) 

is normally used. 

As we are investi0ating possible errors in computerizeC. time 

c'l.elay measurements, certain criteria are r2quire-1 for jullging 

performance. With perfonnanc1:; we mean that set of signal nara

meters which in average five the most relia!-J1.G a~1d stable 

measurements of timi;; delays. The criteri.:i are: 

1. Differences between calculat.ed and observe:'!. P-wave 

veloci):y and azimuth. Observed values are based on a 

least sqt:ares plane ~ave to fit to the measured time 

delay values. 

2. Dtandard deviations (STD) of velocity and azimuth esti

mates, and STD of time residuals, i.e., the niffer.ancfl 

between observed time delays and those 9renicte:-1 from 

a least squares plane wave solutiono 

3. Cross-correlation values and the number of "bad" sensor:i":. 
11 Bad" sensors are those. which either are obviously mis

correlated (like bein0 one cycle off), or those wpich 

have a waveform too i:icoherent as compared to the beam. 

4. The power loss suffered during the beam-forming p;rocess. 

None. of the above criteria is quite satisfactory, anc'l one of 

the most comrylicating factors is that the wavefront, due to 

structural a .omalies, deviates from a plane. Howe1rer, in 

general w~ p~i:::fer the estimator (out of the class cf all un
biased estimator) which kis the minimum variance. 
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~ntuitively we should expect performance in terms of the 

criteria outlined above to vary smoothly but slowly f~om bad 

to good. Due to the dependence of the signal generation on 

seismic regions, we will be satisfied to specify a signal 

paramec.er set to be nsed routinely in time delay measurements 

which ensures an overall good performance. Ne are less in

terested in parameter specification which gives a mixture of 

excellent and fair performances for the events analyzed. In 

any c~se, the routine analysis has to be followed by a rerun 

of some of the more complicated events, where some of the 

parameters are changed. 

4. Results 

The results of this time delay measurement analysis will be 

presented according to the set of slgnal test parameters dis

cussed in the previous sections. 

Using the amplitu~e descaling ~rocedure described above, the 

signal magnitude becomes critical when reaching a low~r 

threshold value. This limit depends of course on noise level, 

but also on s:Lgnal frequency as demonstrated in Figure 4. 

Although SNR lncreases with increasing frequency, thi~ gain 

is partly offset by decreasing signal similarity or coherency. 

The 1.atter effect is demonstrated in Figure 5. In short, 

in the frequancy rangG 0.7-3.0 Hz (bandwidth around 1.6-2.0 

Hz) reliable time delays are measurable for SNR around 2.0 

or larger. A rough estimate of the corresponding magnitude 

range gives 4.5-5.0. Signal to noise ratio gain by digital 

filtering of the respective signals amounts to arc;und 12-18 

dB or O. 6-0. 9 mag11itude units. When we have data available 

from all 6 sensors in the NOFSAR subarrays, we will have an 

additi~nal gain in SNR am~unting to around 7-3 dB. 

4.2 N!ngQ~_E22!~!2n!ng 

From the point of view of event detection capability, it. may 

be advantag~0us to tie the steering delay measurements to the 

position of maxi.mum ampU.tudes o;. power in the P-s lgnal. In 
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rractice, there are several objections to such a proc8dure. 

For example, a P-wave consists of a rather pure P-signal 

(first part) and signal generated noise (latter part) con

taining relatively high frequencies (Figure 4). The latter, 

usually denoted the coda, js due to small-scale scattaring 

sources close to the receiver and/or source. The coda some

times have a purely random nature, causing a large signal 

suppression during beam-forming o Other times specific sc2.t.

terins sources are detectable as demonstrated by Capon (1969) 

and Mack (1969). Our results from window positioning reflect 

this arbitrary behavi:::mr of the leter part of the P-signal, 

and ore characterized by relatively small correlation value s 

and significant differences between observed and calculated 

velo,~ity and azimutl: (Table 2). To ensure stable and reliable 

time delay me&surements, we ~ust re~uire that the cross

correlation window is restricted to the first part of the 

P-signal. 

4.3 §!gg~~-§E~g~~~ 

Bandpass filtering gives a substantial gain in SNH (Figure 5), 

and this largely increases the number of events acceptable 

for analysis. Concerning time delay measurements, th~ pcr

formanc8 here depends on signal coherency as well. T~.is 

problem hn.s been :!.nvest~.gated by prefil terin.g, using four 

sets :>f recursive Butterworth filters (Figure "3) before analy

sis. Some of the r<:?sults obtained here are displayed in 

Figure 6. A brief summary of performance as fur:.ction .of 

filter setting gives: 

Filter sets C and D, which are characterized by large band
widths ( 2. 0 and 2. 4 Hz) , hav·e the best performance. <;onunon 

for all filter sets is that acceptable solutions are obtained 

when tl~e filter pass hand comprises most of the frequ~ncy 

range l.0-2.4 Ez. However, for narrow band filters a rela

tively large number of sensors are rejected from analysj_s 

due to poor or ambiguous cr1... c;s-correla tlon fu11ctions. Low 
frequency filters always give good rGsults for strong events, 
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nut thf! SNR gain from filtering is then small due to poor 

noi.se suppression (Fi<Jure 5). In short, a minimum bandwidth 

of around 1~6 Hz and pass band coverage of the frequency 

range 0.9-2.5 Hz will ensure in average the most stable and 

reliab.l.G time delay !".'.easurements o t·fuen using more broad band 

filters, low energy, high frequency components of the signal 

are ret.:iined in analysis, but this effect seems negligible 

as demonstrated aboveo 

4.4 ~~ng~h_2f_2~2~2:£2E£~!~~!Q~-~!ng2~ 

Tentatively window length values of 2'1, 32 and 40 dsec have 

been tested, using filter set c, having a bandwidth of 2.0 Hz. 

In terms of absolute values of observed velocity and azimuth 

and the correspondL1g STD values r measurements as function of 

window length are not critical, Al:hough differences are 

small, a window length of 24 c1sec gave best :r.esults for the 

events analyzed (Figure 7). We should here like to point 

out that the sensor traces rejected from analysis, may vary 

from one case to another, and thus make it sometimes diffi

cult to compare directly the individual results du:cing the 

perturbation analysis. In additionf the shortest wi.ndow 

length giv:::s la:i.:-gest cross-correlation values, and is l~ast 

troubled with bad sensor traces. On the other ha.nd 1 a smaller 

window length requi:::-es a better initial steering of the array. 

A window length of about 28 dsec seems to be the best compro-

mise. 

A single analynis requires about 4 min of comJ?uter time, and 

thus somewhat restricts the nurnl:-er of events to be analyzed 

for extensive test parameter combinations. In our opinion 

the choice of the proper bandpass filter is the most uncer

tain factor in tim~ delay measurements, so a further test of 

this parameter limited to filter set C was conducted. Some 

of the results obtainer! here are displayed in Figure 8, and 

confirm the previous recommendation of a centGr frequency 

around 2.0 Hz. 
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Discussion 

The two major rf~asons for performing time delay measurements 

are to provide steering delays for routine event detec;tion 

(seism·1.c surveillance) and d'.r/dt. calculations. In the latter 

case we require besi3.e hig:1 precision in the time delay 

meas·1rements the:mselves 1 also a proper array configuration. 

For example, excluding a few of thG C-ring sensors (1'.,igurc 1) 

may al·::er the observed dT/dt. c:i.nd azimuth v.:ilues about 0 .1 

sec/tle~ and 1° which sometimes exceed the STD of these para

meters. As steer1ng delays may be tied to a reference si..:at:icm, 

array configuration is imt that critical in such cases. On 

the other hand, the frill aperture of NOR SAR is needed for 

calibrating the loc=i.tion parameters. Thcr2fore, to ensure 

a rapid accumulation of s.:eering delays and dT/d~ data 1 the 

recommended. sii:Jnal parameters ::or timE:? delay measu?:ements 

should be used. These arc: correlatirm '~1indow coverage 
of the very first part of the signal, window length around 
28 dsec, center frequency of filter pass band arou.nc.l 2. O f:z 

and a bandwidth of around 2.0 Hz. For poor events, ioe., 

events havin~ poor SNR and located in regions of low seismic 

acti ·,ii ty 1 the time delay measurements will be more success-

ful usin') c.. center frequency around 2.5 Hz. It should be 

noted that exrerience gained from time dGlay anu.lysis of 

around 250 NORSAR events is in good agreement with the above 

recov~1endations. 

Finally, ve should like to discuss some a3pects cf the conse

quences of -C.:he recommended parameter set for the t.:Lme delay 

measurements. First of all, the steering delays are t:ieCI. to 

a specific frequency band of the signals which not nccessaril:y 

give the same tiroe delays for another band as dem::mst:r:atec.1 

above. This means that possible bic>sed errors are introduced 

in analysis of beam traces due to frequency dapen.d.ent. signal 

suppression as a function of faulty steering. In addition, 

from an event detection point of view we may also argue that 
the noise suppreosion due t.-, hiqh frequency bandpass filter

ing can be lar<Jer than the signa l losses on the beam le·~el 
caused by e_roneouD steering de lay3. 

• 
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However, despite the above objections, we still will r~com

mend the above parameter set for tiMe delay rneasureMents as 

this seems to be the only way to ensure a rapid accumul;.ation 

of a stnble and reliable steering delay librar:z for the 

NORSAR a~ray. In sho~t, the P-wave coda is too complex and 
incoherent across the array to warrant time delay measure

inents tied to this part of the si i:-;nals. 

~ckn<JlN'ledgernent · 
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Table Cantion.s 

'!able 1: 

'l'abl8 2: 

Data for seismic e'lents used in this paper. 

S'l'D of time delays, dT/dll ancl azimuth as a function 

of different window posil:ionso 



F '.gure ~~= 

Figure ~: 

Figure 3: 

Figure 4: 

Figure 5: 

Figure 7: 

Figure 3: 

The NORSAR array configuration. Sensors in 

subarrays OlA, 03!3 1 04B and 06B are Hot in.clnd.t.:c1 

in the Plan D configuration. 

Sen:;or aI'd beam signal line-·up af.1 part of the 

computerized time delay measurement. r.rhe veri::i(!al 

line marks the center of the cross-correlation 

windows. The signals are scaled indiv·iduall~/ 

and in nanometer per inch (NM/IN) . 

The four filter sets ArB;C,D used ln analy3is. 

They are i:.hird order recu:cs:tv~ Butt.erworth 

bandpass tilters (IBM, 1967, a). 

Event 1 bearns as a function 0f mngnitmle and 

different passband filt~:r.s. The ve:r:tical bar3 

ma:-ck t!"le correlation window ( 32 C.sec) 't-Jllic;h ii? 

tied to maximum energy of the bea.'1\ ~:Lgnc.1. The 

nurn):.cr to the left gives the Dutt.erworth filter 

passbands. 

Relative gain in SNP. due to filtering, using 

filter set c. Solid and broken lines refer to 

b~runs and single sensor traces ..cespec ~ively. 

Sectj.ons a,b,c,d give respectively no. of. st!nsors 

rejected from anaJ.ys :i.s, S'l'D of t.ime res~.duals, 

ubserved d'l'/dL\ and az tum.th values fo:~:: events 12 

and 13. In the J.att:er c-=.se the results are in 

brackets. All fjlter sets have been used. 

No. of sensors rr~ject.eG. from c..r.alysis (in brac~<ets) 

and S'J'D of time residt:.als for d.Lfferent lengths 

of t.he r.;orrelat:ion windo~.,. Events 11, 12, 13 and 

filter set C !'lave been used. 

STD of time residuals for fil t.er set C. Even.t 

numbers are in bJ:·acket.s. 



Table 1 

Origin T:lme 

Evant Date h m !: Lat. Long. Oepth Maq. Dist. Azi. dT/dli Region 

1 30.Nov 1969 03.32.57,2 49.9N 79.0E 0 6.0 38.9 76.2 8.30 Kazakh 

2 26 Dec 1~69 00.18.21,1 55.2N 160.4W 25 5.3 63.~ 353.& 6.50 l\laska 

3 10 Jan 1970 12.07.08,6 6.8N 126.7E 73 6.1 96.2 64.0 4.55 Ph1lipptne !sl. 

' 27 Jan 1970 10.49.11,4 34.9N !Ol.3E 33 5.1 60.3 70.9 6.86 Tsingha.1, China 

5 27 Jan 1970 11.17.29,4 57.7N l63.6E 41 5.1 59.7 16.5 6 .8~ Near Ramchatka 

6 29 Jan 1970 06.03.21,7 35.9N 140.4E 70 5.1 75.0 40.3 5.75 Near E. Honshu 

7 30 Jan 1970 17.10.22,4 43.3N 146.BE 45 4.S 70.0 32.7 6~10 Rurile Islands 

8 31 Jan 1970 11.41.53,6 4.lN 96.0E 56 S.3 84.l 92.l 5.00 N. Sumatra 

9 2 Feb 1970 17.22.08,0 43.SN 147.SE 33 5.5 70.0 32.1 6.10 I<urile Islands 

10 6 Feb 1970 OO.ll.49,6 54.6N 163.6E 43 5.b 62.7 17.4 6.65 Off E. Kamchat.ka 

11 7 Feb 1970 23.36.53,3 47.3N 154.0E )3 s.o 68.0 26.l 6.2S Kurile Islands 

12 10 Feb 1970 10.40.39,0 36.2N 140.0E 67 4.9 74.6 40.S S.80 Near E. Honshu 

13 12 Feb 1970 01.51.51,4 29.4N 81.6E 44 5.4 55.4 90.8 7~20 Nepal 



Table 2 

Event TIME LAG (DSEC) FROM FIRST ONSET Pa Ta-
tneters . .. 

No. 0 10 20 30 50 

2 0.991 1.028 STD 

~.so i 0.133 6.51 ± 0.130 No solut1on No solution -- dT/d-.1 

355.37 f J..~27 355.22 + 1.2<1 AzJ.. -
3 1.617 l.781 1.622 1.611 STD 

s.~a :t o.149 No solution 5.15 ! 0.165 S.26 :t 0.165 5.26 ! 0.148 dT/dA 

65.55 ! 1.13 58.01 ! 1.95 66.tt2 + 1.75 66.73 ! 1.73 A:ti. -.. 

g 0.860 0 .. 850 0.786 STD 

6.49 ::: 0.078 5.51 ! 0.077 6.52 i· 0 .. 071 -- -- dT/dA -
31.36 ? 0.92 31.45 + 0.91 31.76 ± 0.84 Azi - -
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